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UD in the news May 30-June
5
High-pro le national and international outlets sought law
professor Thaddeus Ho meister's expertise for stories about
the George Floyd case and nationwide protests. Outlets
include CTV in Canada, Al Jazeera English, Reuters, Christian
Science Monitor and The Hill.
Bob Brecha, a professor in the physics department and
renewable and clean energy master's program who is on
leave from the University under a European Union Marie
Curie Fellowship, was a co-author on the Conversation piece
"How West Africa can expand power supply and meet
climate goals."
Political scientist Nancy Miller talked to The Columbus
Dispatch about voter fraud; ProPublica picked up her quote.
Locally, faculty o ered their insight on the demonstrations
against George Floyd's death and how UD is helping combat
human tra cking during the COVID-19 pandemic.
The Dayton Daily News and all three TV stations reported on
UD's tentative plans to welcome students back in the fall.
Demonstrators are demanding justice for the death of
George Floyd
CTV (Canada)
Thaddeus Ho meister, School of Law
Five things to know about Trump's legal power under the
Insurrection Act
The Hill
Thaddeus Ho meister, School of Law
Explainer: Can Trump send the U.S. military to quell violence
at protests?
Reuters (Picked up by Yahoo! News, Voice of America, U.S.
News & World Report, MSN News and The New York Times)
Thaddeus Ho meister, School of Law
As nation reels, Trump's focus is strength, not unity
Christian Science Monitor
Thaddeus Ho meister, School of Law
Unidenti ed military personnel extend perimeter around the
White House
The Hill
Thaddeus Ho meister, School of Law
Unidenti ed prison agents patrol DC amid protests, curfew
Business Insider
Thaddeus Ho meister, School of Law
Charges made against all four o cers in George Floyd case
Al Jazeera English
Thaddeus Ho meister, School of Law
Lawmakers call for legislation to force federal o cers to
identify themselves
The Hill
Thaddeus Ho meister, School of Law
Protests, divide over George Floyd's death
WDTN-TV
Art Jipson, sociology and criminal justice studies
Layers of a movement: An analysis of local protests
WDTN-TV
Leslie Picca, sociology
BlackOutTuesday highlights racial equality and solidarity on
social platforms
ABC22/Fox45
Joel Pruce, human rights studies program
Voter fraud? Not a problem in Ohio
The Columbus Dispatch
Nancy Miller, political science
Electionland 2020: June Super Tuesday, Trump's voter
registration, election bills and more
ProPublica
Nancy Miller, political science







How West Africa can expand power supply and meet climate
goals
The Conversation
Bob Brecha, University of Dayton
UD, Abolition Ohio o ers online anti-human tra cking
lessons
WDTN-TV
Tony Talbott, Abolition Ohio
UD reveals part of plan to welcome students back in the fall
Dayton Business Journal, Dayton Daily News, WDTN/Dayton
CW, ABC22/Fox45 and WHIO-TV
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